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Summary. Semantic multimedia organization is an open challenge. In this chapter,
we present an innovative way of automatically organizing multimedia information to
facilitate content-based browsing. It is based on self-organizing maps. The visualiza-
tion capabilities of the self-organizing map provide an intuitive way of representing
the distribution of data as well as the object similarities. The main idea is to vi-
sualize similar documents spatially close to each other, while the distance between
different documents is bigger. We demonstrate this on the particular case of video
information. One key concept is the disregard of the temporal aspect during the
clustering. We introduce a novel time bar visualization that reprojects the temporal
information. The combination of innovative visualization and interaction methods
allows efficient exploration of relevant information in multimedia content.

1 Introduction

A huge and ever increasing amount of digital information is created each day.
The capacity of the existing manifold storage devices (for instance hard drives,
optical disks, flash memories) increases continuously. Multimedia information
in digital formats is, on the one hand, found everywhere in our everyday life,
in devices such as portable media players, mobile phones, digital cameras.
Thus, we already rely on the assistance of desktop search engines like Google
Desktop, Beagle, or Spotlight for finding locally stored data.

On the other hand, the amount of publicly available information and its
boost is even more impressive. Apart from classical media, the recent web 2.0
trend [1] of sharing user-created content is a major contributor. The blog scene
as well as community websites like Flickr [2], MySpace [3], or YouTube [4]
constantly continue to grow both in terms of users and the sheer amount of
data. Facing this amazing amount of information, it has become extremely
difficult and time consuming to filter and retrieve the relevant pieces.
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A big challenge when dealing with multimedia is usually referred to as the
Semantic Gap. It arises from the fact that there is a difference between the
technical representation and the actual meaning of a given multimedia docu-
ment. In other words, we cannot index multimedia information like numerical
since there is no unique, well-defined semantic for a given document. Ideally,
multimedia retrieval should be based on the meaning, but unfortunately, a
computer is not able to identify it.

Multimedia retrieval systems [5] that provide satisfying interaction possi-
bilities for all types of multimedia information are not yet available. A partic-
ular problem is the ambiguity of visual, audio, and audio-visual information.
One question of crucial importance is: How can we efficiently organize personal
and public multimedia collections in order to facilitate the user’s access? From
the user’s perspective, in a multimedia retrieval system two tasks are of special
interest: the search for a specific information and the exploration of a collec-
tion. In this chapter we focus on the latter. We are concerned with presenting
the information in a convenient form to the user. We focus on organizing the
data into a structured view. The main target is to present a comprehensive
summary of a given collection to the user and to provide her with efficient
browsing tools.

A major problem is the curse of dimensionality. For instance, the dimen-
sionality of a simple text document, using a TF/IDF representation, equals
the number of words in the dictionary. The RGB (and most other color spaces)
description for digital images use three dimensions per pixel. Video informa-
tion is even richer.

Organizing the data for convenient exploration has two requirements. On
the one hand, the dimensionality has to be reduced in order to obtain a
visualization in a human-interpretable space. On the other hand, similar data
should be grouped together, reducing the total amount of data represented
at once. We show that self-organizing maps can fulfill both. We illustrate this
on the particular case of video browsing. We also introduce a new innovative
user interaction tool, an enhanced time bar. In this chapter, we do not focus
on the feature extraction process, but rather on the content organization and
visualization once the features have been extracted.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we give
an overview of related work. Then, we introduce the growing self-organizing
maps and how they can organize multimedia data. Finally, we illustrate this
by focusing on the particular case of video information.

2 Related Work

This chapter faces the challenge of content organization for efficient brows-
ing. A still very common form of content visualization, used by all popular
search engines like Google [6], is a simple ranking (by relevance, date, docu-
ment name). The origin of this representation lies in the retrieval of textual
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information using keywords as a query and computing relevance measures of
a document for a given query. In the example of Google, the relevance is based
both on text similarity, e.g. measured by TF/IDF, and source link-reputation,
e.g. measured by PageRank.

However, particularly for large collections, it is more convenient to have
similar documents grouped together. The user first browses the group index
and then accesses only the documents classified in the group of interest. The
main question is: How can we measure the similarity of multimedia docu-
ments?

A simple approach that tries to extent text retrieval on other types
of data is to index documents manually with keywords. For instance, the
Yahoo!Directory and Flickr [2] are based on manually classified documents
in hierarchically organized categories. A more recent approach, where this
indexing task is performed by the users, are tag clouds with the underlying
folksonomy concept. There are several problems with this approach: First of
all, a lot of manual work is needed, even if it is distributed. Secondly, the
granularity of the keywords is crucial for the performance (e.g. do we assign
the keyword “car”, the more general keyword “vehicle” or the more specific
keyword “sports car” to a given object?). Finally, not everybody would asso-
ciate the same keywords to a given document. However, this approach has also
become very popular. Researchers try to bypass the granularity problem by
creating ontologies. Some scientific work has been dedicated to automatically
associate labels with images. The great advantage of keyword-based search is
that users are already familiar with it.

In the early days, content-based image retrieval systems were solely
based on global low-level features, i.e. color, texture and shape descriptors.
Some well-known examples are Virage [7], Photobook [8] from MITs Media
Laboratory and IBM’s QBIC [9]. Later region-based systems have been in-
troduced [10–12]. These capture local image properties and hence refine the
retrieval process. Current state-of-the-art systems, like SIMPLIcity [13], try
also to capture semantic concepts through high-level features. An automatic
way to obtain high-level descriptors is to apply machine learning techniques
to learn their associations with low-level features. Another popular approach
is the use of relevance feedback [14, 15]. In fact, the user is required to eval-
uate the results of a query. The system refines the search based on these
preferences.

Current content based video retrieval systems, like the IBM Video Re-
trieval System [16] and the MediaMill Systems [17], are also principally based
on low-level features. Machine learning methods are then applied in order to
learn associate high-level semantics to a set of low-level features. This high
level feature extraction is still a major problem, addressed for instance in the
TRECVID challenge [18]. Recently, it has been argued that for news video
retrieval we need only a few thousand semantic concepts [19]. Thus, it is ob-
vious that even if we are able to describe multimedia content with high level
descriptors, the feature space will always remain very high-dimensional.
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Manifold dimensional reduction methods are available, projection high-
dimensional data into a lower dimensional space. For a survey we refer the
reader to [20, 21]. Probably the most frequently used technique is principal
component analysis (PCA), also referred to as singular value decomposition
(SVD). PCA is a linear method aiming at identifying the directions with
highest variance in the feature space. It usually starts with a normalization of
each variable to mean zero and standard deviation one. Then, one applies a
spectral decomposition on the covariance matrix. The principal components
are then given by the eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues associated to
them. These form an orthogonal basis of the low-dimensional space. PCA is
optimal in the sense that, when re-projecting the data into the original space,
the mean squared error is minimal amongst all possible linear transformations.
However, the main disadvantage of PCA and other spectral methods, e.g.
multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) which tries to preserve pairwise distances
instead of maximizing variance, is the computational complexity arising from
the spectral decomposition of a large matrix.

Apart from projecting the data into a feasible space, clustering methods
group similar items together and thus refine the structured view. In general,
there are two main classes of clustering algorithms: hierarchical and partitional
methods. In hierarchical clustering, larger clusters are either successively split
into smaller clusters, or smaller clusters are successively merged. This results
in a cluster hierarchy, the dendrogram. In order to obtain a given number
of clusters, the dendrogram is cut off at the appropriate height. Partitional
clustering directly tries to obtain k clusters, where k usually is a parameter.
The k-means algorithm falls into this category.

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) [22] simultaneously provides both, a non-
linear projection from a high-dimensional space, and a clustering of the data –
including prototype vectors for each cluster – at the same time. Therefore, they
are very well suited to the data organization task. In contrast to PCA, MDS
and independent component analysis (ICA), which are globally tuned and
attach more importance to large distances than to small details, self-organizing
maps better preserve local neighborhood sets [23]. In fact, global relations may
be visualized using coloring schemes as we will demonstrate later.

It has been shown, that SOMs can be effectively used for the organization
of text [24–27], image [28–30], and music collections [31,32]. In the following,
we illustrate that they are also able to cover video information.

3 Organizing Information with Semantic Maps

3.1 The Self-Organizing Maps

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) [22] are artificial neural networks, well suited
for clustering and visualization of high-dimensional information. In fact, they
map high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space (two-dimensional
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Fig. 1. Structure of a hexagonally organized self-organizing map: the basic structure
is an artificial neural network with two layers. Each element of the input layer is
connected to every element of the map.

map). The map is organized as a grid of symmetrically connected cells. During
learning, similar high-dimensional objects are progressively grouped together
into the cells. After training, objects that are assigned to cells close to each
other, in the low-dimensional space, are also close to each other in the high-
dimensional space. As most clustering algorithms, SOMs operate on numerical
feature vectors. Its advantage is, that it is not limited to any special kind of
data, since for all kinds of multimedia information well-studied numerical
descriptors can be computed.

The neuronal network structure of SOMs is organized in two layers (Fig. 1).
The neurons in the input layer correspond to the input dimensions, here the
corresponding feature vector. The output layer (map) contains as many neu-
rons as clusters needed. All neurons in the input layer are connected with
all neurons in the output layer. The connection weights between input and
output layer of the neural network encode positions in the high-dimensional
feature space. They are trained in an unsupervised manner. Every unit in the
output layer represents a prototype, i.e. here the center of a cluster of similar
documents.

In the traditional rectangular topology the distance depends on whether two
cells are adjacent vertically (or rather horizontally) or diagonally. Therefore,
our maps are based on cells organized in hexagonal form, because the distances
between any two adjacent cells are always constant on the map (see Fig. 1).

Before the learning phase of the network, the two-dimensional structure
of the output units is fixed and the weights are initialized randomly. During
learning, the sample vectors are repeatedly propagated through the network.
The weights of the most similar prototype ws (winner neuron) are modified
such that the prototype moves toward the input vector wi. The Euclidean
distance or scalar product is usually used as similarity measure. To preserve
the neighborhood relations, prototypes that are close to the winner neuron
in the two-dimensional structure are also moved in the same direction. The
strength of the modification decreases with the distance from the winner
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neuron. Therefore, the weights ws of the winner neuron are modified according
to the following equation:

∀i : w
′

s = ws + v(c, i) × δ × (ws − wi), (1)

where δ is a learning rate. By this learning procedure, the structure in the high-
dimensional sample data is non-linearly projected to the lower-dimensional
topology.

Although the application of SOMs is straightforward, a main difficulty
is defining an appropriate size for the map. Indeed, the number of clusters
has to be defined before starting to train the map with data. Therefore, the
size of the map is usually too small or too large to map the underlying data
appropriately, and the complete learning process has to be repeated several
times until an appropriate size is found. Since the objective is to organize
multimedia information, the desired size depends highly on the content. An
extension of self-organizing maps that overcomes this problem is the growing
self-organizing map [27].

3.2 The Growing Self-Organizing Map

The main idea is to initially start with a small map and then add new units
iteratively during training, until the overall error – measured, e.g. by the
inhomogeneity of objects assigned to a unit – is sufficiently small. Thus the
map adapts itself to the structure of the underlying data collection. The ap-
plied method restricts the algorithm to add new units to the external units
if the accumulated error of a unit exceeds a specified threshold value. This
approach simplifies the growing problem (reassignment and internal-topology
difficulties) and it was shown in [27] that it copes well with the introduction
of data in low and high-dimensional spaces. The way a new unit is inserted
is illustrated in Fig. 2. After a new unit has been added to the map, the map
is re-trained. Thus, all cluster centers are adjusted and the objects are reas-
signed to the clusters. This implies that objects may change clusters and can

xi, yi: weight vectors
xk: weight vector of unit with highest error
m: new unit
α, β: smoothness weights
Computation of new weight vector for xm for m:

xm =

[
xk + α ∗ (xk − yk) +

n∑
i=0,i�=k

(xi + β ∗ (xi − yi))

]
∗ 1

n + 1

Fig. 2. Insertion of a new unit: when the cumulated error of a cell exceeds a thresh-
old, a new unit xm is added to the map. It is placed next to the unit with the highest
error at the border of the map.
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cause the emergence of empty clusters, i.e. clusters which “lost” their former
objects to their neighbors. This might happen especially in areas where the
object density was already small.

3.3 Visualization

Most of the problems in visualizing multimedia content come from the vast
amount of information available. Users need a lot of time to search for specific
information by conventional browsing methods. Providing several connected
views at different abstraction levels allows a significant time reduction. The
basic idea of using self-organizing maps is to provide the user with as much
information as possible on a single screen, without overwhelming him. The
SOM itself serves as an overview over the entire content. It is a very powerful
tool for presenting a structured data summarization to the user.

Indeed, if we deal with visual information, on each of its cells the most
typical element of the cluster can be displayed. The user then needs methods
to refine his search on a lower level, which is established by the visualization
of the content of a cell, on demand.

The background colors of the SOM’s grid cells are used to visualize dif-
ferent information about the clusters. After learning, shades of green indicate
the distribution of elements: the brightness of a cell depends on the number
of documents assigned to it. Later, the background color indicates the simi-
larity of the cluster to a selected object. For a thorough discussion of coloring
methods for self-organizing maps we refer to [33].

When the user selects a specific object, the color of the map changes
to shades of red. Here, the intensity of the color depends on the distance
between the cluster centers and the currently selected document and thus is
an indicator for its similarity. For instance, if we select a document that has
the characteristics a and b, all the nodes with these characteristics will be
colored in dark red and it will progressively change toward a brighter color
based on the distance. This implies in particular that the current node will be
automatically colored in dark red, since by construction all of its elements are
most similar. In fact, objects that are assigned to cells close to each other, in
the low-dimensional space, are also close to each other in the high-dimensional
space. However, this does not mean that objects with a small distance in
the high-dimensional space are necessarily assigned to cells separated by a
small distance on the map. For instance, we can have on one side of the map
a node with documents with the characteristic a and on another the ones
with characteristic b. Then in one of both, let’s say a-type, a document with
characteristics a, but also b. According to the visualization schema presented
above, when choosing a document that has characteristics a and b, located in
a node A, we will easily identify nodes in which all the documents are rather
of type b. This improves significantly the navigation possibilities provided by
other clustering schemes.
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4 Example: Organizing Video Data

We present a prototype that implements methods to structure and visualize
video content in order to support a user in navigating within a single video. It
focuses on the way video information is summarized in order to improve the
browsing of its content. Currently, a common approach is to use clustering
algorithms in order to automatically group similar shots and then to visualize
the discovered groups in order to provide an overview of the considered video
stream [34, 35]. The summarization and representation of video sequences is
usually based on key frames. They are arranged in the form of a temporal
list and hierarchical browsing is then based on the clustered groups. Self-
organizing maps [22] are an innovative way of representing the clusters.

Since SOMs necessitate numerical vectors, video content has to be de-
fined by numerical feature vectors that characterize it. A variety of significant
characteristics has been defined for all types of multimedia information. From
video documents, a plethora of visual, audio, and motion features is avail-
able [36,37]. We rely on basic color histograms and ignore more sophisticated
descriptors, since our goal is to investigate the visualization and interaction
capabilities of SOMs for video structuring and navigation.

Our system is composed of feature extraction, structuring, visualization,
and user interaction components (see Fig. 3). Structuring and visualization
parts are based on growing SOMs that were developed in previous works and
applied to other forms of interactive retrieval [27, 38]. We believe that grow-
ing SOMs are particularly adapted to fit video data. The user interface was
designed with the intention to provide intuitive content-based video browsing
functionalities to the user. In the following, we describe every system compo-
nent and the required processing steps.

4.1 Video Preprocessing/Feature Extraction

The video feature extraction component supplies the self-organizing map with
numerical vectors and therefore it forms the basis of the system. This process

Fig. 3. The components of our prototype. This figure illustrates the data flow from
raw multimedia information to visualization and user interaction.
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Fig. 4. Video feature extraction.

is shown in Fig. 4. The module consists of two parts, temporal segmentation
and feature extraction.

Temporal Segmentation

The video stream is automatically segmented into shots by detecting their
boundaries. A shot is a continuous video sequence taken from one single
camera. We identify shot boundaries by searching for rapid changes of the dif-
ference between color histograms of successive frames, using a single threshold.
In fact, transitions from one shot to another are usually associated with sig-
nificant changes between consecutive frames while consecutive frames within
a shot are very similar. Other properties that allow distance estimation be-
tween images include texture, and shape features. It was shown in [39] that
the approach performs rather well for detecting cuts. We use the (intensity,
hue, saturation) IHS color space, because of its suitable perceptual properties
and the independence between the three color space components.

Falsely detected shot boundaries can be caused for example by more so-
phisticated editing effects, such as fades or dissolves, or noisy data. A simple
filtering process allows the reduction of the number of false positives, i.e. a set
of two successive frames which belong to the same shot although the difference
of their color histograms exceeds the given threshold. Our filter deletes shots
with an insufficient number of frames (usually less than 5) and adds these
sequences to the next actual shot. However, the number of false positives does
not have a great influence on our approach, since similar shots will be assigned
to the same cluster, as described in the following.

Feature Extraction

In order to obtain a good clustering, a reasonable representation of the video
segments is necessary. For each shot, one key frame is extracted (we choose the
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median frame of a shot) along with its color histograms. Apart from a global
color histogram, histograms for the top, bottom, left, and right regions of the
image are also computed. The self-organizing map is trained with a vector
merging all partial histogram vectors, which is then used to define each shot.

Similarity Between Shots

As in any clustering algorithm the main problem is how to model the similarity
between the objects that are going to be grouped into one cluster. We model
the difference of two video sequences by the Euclidean distance of the two
vectors that were extracted from the video. However, this distance does not
necessarily correspond to a dissimilarity perceived by a human. In addition,
these features represent only a small part of the video content. Also, there
remains a semantic gap between the video content and what we see on the
map.

We are mainly interested in organizing the video data. For this purpose,
SOMs assist the user by structuring the content based on visual similarity.
However, we can not guarantee that the shots are grouped semantically.

4.2 Visualization

Additionally to the general problem of the vast amount of information avail-
able, video information includes a temporal aspect that makes traditional
search and browsing even less effective. Our system represents a video shot by
a single key frame and constructs higher level aggregates of shots. The user
has the possibility to browse the content in several ways. We combine ele-
ments providing information on three abstraction levels on a single interface
as shown in Fig. 5. First, there is an overview over the whole content provided
by the self-organizing map window. On each cell, the most typical key frame
of a cluster, is displayed. The second level consists of a combined content-
based and time-based visualization. Furthermore, a list of shots is provided
for each grid cell and a control derived from the time bar control helps to
identify content that is similar to the currently selected shot.

Self-Organizing Map Window

The self-organizing map window (see Fig. 6) contains the visual representation
of the SOM. The clusters are represented by hexagonal nodes. The most typ-
ical key frame of the cluster, i.e. the key frame which is closest to the cluster
center, is displayed on each node. If there are no shots assigned to a specific
node no picture is displayed. These empty clusters emerge during the learning
phase as described earlier.

After this first display, a click on a cell opens a list of shots assigned to the
specific cell (see Sect. 4.2). The user can then select a specific shot from the
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Fig. 5. Screenshot of the interface: the player in the top left corner provides video
access on the lowest interaction level. The time bar and shot list provide an inter-
mediate level of summarized information while the growing self-organizing map on
the right represents the highest abstraction level. The selected shot is played and its
temporal position is indicated on the time bar whose black extensions correspond
to the content of the selected cell (marked with black arrows).

list. In other words, from user interaction perspective the map is limited to
the following actions: select nodes and communicate cluster assignment and
color information to the time bar. Nevertheless it is a very powerful tool which
is especially useful for presenting a structured summarization of the video to
the user.

Player and Shot List

The player is an essential part of every video browsing application. Since the
video is segmented into shots, functionalities were added especially for the
purpose of playing previous and next shots.

A shot list window showing all key frames assigned to a cell (Fig. 5) is
added to the interface every time a user selects a node from the map. Multiple
shot lists for different nodes can be open at the same time representing each
shot by a key frame. These key frames correspond to the actual selected node
in the self-organizing map, as described in Sect. 4.2. When clicking on one of
the key frames, the system plays the corresponding shot in the video. The
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Growing self-organizing map. (a) After training. The brightness of a cell
indicates the number of shots assigned to each node. On each node the key frame
of the shot with the smallest difference to the cluster center is displayed. (b) After
a shot has been selected. The brightness of a cell indicates the distance between
each cluster center and the key frame of the chosen shot. Notice that sequences in
adjacent cells are similar as intended.

button for playing the current node is a special control, which results in a
consecutive play operation of all shots corresponding to the selected node,
starting with the first shot. This adds another temporal visualization method
of the segmented video.

Time Bar

The time bar of our prototype (Fig. 7) reintroduces the temporal aspect into
the interface, which is ignored by the SOM. The colors of the self-organizing
map are projected into the temporal axis. With this approach, it is possible to
see within the same view the information about the similarity of key frames
and the corresponding temporal information. A green double arrow displays
the current temporal position within the video. Additionally, there are black
extensions on the time bar at the places where the shots of the selected node
can be found. This cell can differ from the cluster of the currently selected
shot, in which case the black bars correspond to the selected cluster while the
color scheme is based on the selected shot from another cluster. This enables
the comparison of a family of similar shots with a cluster.

There are two interaction possibilities with our time bar. By clicking once
on any position, the system plays the corresponding shot. Clicking twice forces
the self-organizing map to change the currently selected node to the one cor-
responding to the chosen frame. And therefore, the background color schema
of the map is recomputed.
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Fig. 7. The time bar control provides additional information. The brightness of
the color indicates the distribution of similar sequences on the time scale. Around
the time bar, black blocks visualize the temporal positions of the shots assigned
to the currently selected node. Finally, the two arrows point out the actual player
position.

Fig. 8. User interactions. All listed elements are visible to the user on one single
screen and always accessible thus providing a summarization on all layers at the
same time.

4.3 User Interaction

The four components presented above are integrated into one single screen
(Fig. 5) providing a structured view of the video content. The methods for user
interaction are hierarchically organized (Fig. 8). The first layer is represented
by the video viewer. The shot lists and time bar visualize the data on the
second layer. The self-organizing map provides the highest abstraction level.

The self-organizing map is situated in the third layer. The user can select
nodes and retrieve their content, i.e. the list of corresponding key frames. The
time bar is automatically updated by visualizing the temporal distribution
of the corresponding shots when the current node is changed. Thus, a direct
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link from the third to the second layer is established. Furthermore, after a
certain shot has been selected, the user also views the temporal distribution
of similar shots inside the whole video on the time bar. In the other direction,
selecting shots using both the time bar and the list of key frames causes
the map to recompute the similarity values for its nodes and to change the
selected node. The color of the grid cells is computed based on the distance
of its prototype to the selected shot. The same colors are used inside the time
bar. Once the user has found a shot of interest, he can easily browse through
similar shots using the color indication on the time bar or map.

Notice that the first layer cannot be accessed directly from the third layer.
Different play operations are activated by the time bar and shot lists. The
player itself gives feedback about its current position to the time bar. The
time bar is actualized usually when the current shot changes.

All visualization components are highly interconnected. In contrast to
other multi-layer interfaces, the user can always use all provided layers si-
multaneously within the same view. He can select nodes from the map, key
frames from the list or from the time bar, or even nodes from the time bar by
double-clicking.

5 Conclusions

The organization of multimedia information is a complex and challenging task.
In this chapter, we proposed the use of growing self-organizing maps to assist
the user in his browsing and information retrieval task. In the one hand, self-
organizing maps efficiently structure the content based on any given similarity
measure. In the other hand, although, no perfect (semantic) similarity measure
for multimedia documents exist and although this uncertainty remains under
any form of visualization, coloring schemes for self-organizing maps allow to
easily localize similar documents to a given query example.

We illustrated the efficiency of SOMs with a prototypical content-based
video navigation system. Our interface allows the user to interact with
the video content from two perspectives: the temporal as well as content-
based representations. In fact, ignoring the temporal aspect during clustering
enhances the quality of the organization by similarity distribution. The tem-
poral aspects are visually re-linked using similar colors. Three hierarchically
connected abstraction levels facilitate the user’s navigation.

The combination of innovative visualization and interaction methods
allows efficient exploration of relevant information in multimedia content.
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